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Simple Elegant Tee
Kim King
QuiltyKeepsakes@gmail.com

Class Description
(More than one sentence – you’re trying to entice people to sign up for your classes.)
This is a very comfortable & easy top to make. Even if you haven't sewn a garment before, you can
do this. I've extended the sizes of this pattern to fit most. My adjustments can accommodate busts
60 inches or less (at the widest point). In class we will trace my patterns to fit your individual shape
and most of my students leave with a garment ready to wear the same day.
Required Supplies
-

What are the MUST HAVES?!

□
□
□
□
□

Pattern: Simple Elegant Tee by CNT Pattern Co.
2 yards of non-directional Rayon Batik fabric (the only exception would be a border print)
Coordinating thread
2 yards of Pattern Ease or another pattern tracing medium to trace my pattern adjustments
Sharp sewing machine needle (I like Microtex for this project.)

•

Note: Anything else they need to know/have for class.

□ FABRIC NOTE: If you choose to purchase your Rayon at JoAnn's, you'll need to get 2 1/4 yards to
allow for unpredictable shrinkage – to ensure proper fit, the fabric MUST be pre-washed, dried,
& pressed prior to coming to class! I've known Rayon to shrink 3 to 6 inches!
□ Sewing machine in good working order (remember to bring your foot pedal & power cord!)
□ large, sharp scissors
□ zig zag foot
□ straight pins
□ seam ripper
□ Pen or pencil
□ tape measure
(The sizing on this top is limited to ladies with a measurement, across the fullest part of her bust, of 60
inches or less. If you don't think this top will fit, you will be eligible for a refund.)

